
Mrs OMC’s Trifle recipe


I know trifle isn’t to everybody’s liking, in fairness it’s not particularly to mine but I’ve developed 
this recipe over the years to the point where once its made I can’t wait to eat it!


I generally make my trifle on a large scale, usually because it’s made (at Christmas) when we have 
guests…it goes a long way and is cheap to make, ever the frugal buffet host! I do sometimes 
make smaller ones in the year if I have ingredients that need using up but in those cases you’re 
lucky if we have cream in the house to put on the top - it usually stops at the custard layer! 


You will also notice that this trifle doesn’t have any alcohol in it. I don’t really like the taste of 
alcohol in desserts but don’t worry it doesn’t lack flavour. In fact I think its better! 


First choose your serving bowl. I have a trifle bowl that my Nan gave to me so I always use that 
for buffets. It’s big very and takes a lot of ingredients! If you’re making this on a smaller scale half 
the amount of the ingredients and use a smaller bowl. If you don’t have a bowl you could always 
use a pyrex dish, I’ve made a large trifle before in our huge pyrex we use for making lasagne in! 


1) Start by lining/covering the bowl at the bottom with sponge cake. You can use any old sponge 
cake even if it’s dry. I usually buy one of the extra large Swiss roll (or 2 normal size ones) and cut it 
into slices and use that. You don’t have to take the buttercream and jam out just put it all in. 

 

2) Strain (keeping the juice) a tin of pineapple chunks, 
mandarin pieces and peach slices. The common method 
is to buy a tin of fruit cocktail but I don’t particularly like it 
so I just choose the fruit I do like. I don’t buy branded 
either, any white label budget brand works for me! After 
it’s drained just spread it out across the sponge layer


NB: I also chop it up into smaller pieces but thats just so 
that the Coffee Beans don’t realise they’re eating fruit! 


3) Make the Jelly. I use 2 packets (very often 1 orange jelly and 1 raspberry jelly) and I put the 
amount of hot water in that both packets require. When it says add cold water I use the juice 
strained from the tinned fruit and top up the rest with cold water if its not quite enough. Make sure 
the hot and cold parts are all mixed together and then pour it over the fruit and sponge cake. 
Hopefully the fruit should be partially if not all submerged in the jelly mixture. 


NB: Do make sure you mix all the hot and cold elements together before pouring it over. I once 
put the hot jelly mix in and then added the cold water and juice on top thinking it would just mix - 
it didn’t, need I say it wasn’t successful!


4) Refrigerate until it’s set. Bonus, your fridge will smell great each time you open it whilst its 
setting! 




5) When its set open 2 tins of ready made custard 
(again I just buy white label) and pour it over the top of 
the jelly. Essentially you should fridge it again at this 
point but I rarely have time so I move to step 6 straight 
away! 


6) Whip up a large tub of double cream until it starts to 
form into a thicker mix. Don’t over mix it or else you’ll 
never get it spread on top of runny custard. 


I always put my cream on in spoonfuls all over the top 
of the custard and then gently ‘tickle’ (for want of a 
better word!) the cream spoonfuls together until the whole layer of custard is covered by cream. 
You may have a better method but this is the only way I’ve managed to make it work. 


7) Put in the fridge again until needed. You can put sprinkles on top or a bit of grated chocolate 
to decorate if you want. 


I’m sorry I don’t have any pictures of a completed trifle but lets face it the minute it comes out the 
fridge I’m not worried about taking photos of it, all I’m thinking is about getting a huge spoonful in  
bowl and enjoying it! 


